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LOT # QTY

1Auction Policies1

Newsstand variant! First full appearance of Carnage. CGC graded
9.6 with white pages.

1Amazing Spider-Man #361 CGC 9.6/1st Carnage2

Jim Lee's Hush story arc. Full set. VF to NM- range.
1Batman #608-619 Set/Hush3

Origin and first appearance of Black Mask. CGC graded comic with
white pages.

1Batman #386 CGC 9.6/1st Black Mask4

90 comics. Most of them are Conan comics from the Bronze and
Copper Age. Also included are a few issues of King Conan and a
couple of issues of Conan the King. Filler to VF range.

1Conan and Related Box Lot5

Over 100+ Pokemon cards. Includes 4 hologram cards. Machamp,
Poliwrath and Gengar.

1Pokemon TCG Card Lot6

#67 (VG with moisture damage. is the debut of new Sub-Mariner
costume. #68 is the 1st appearance of Force and #70 is the 1st
appearance of Piranha.VG to FN+ range.

1Sub-Mariner #64/66/67/68/707

The Annotated Sherlock Holmes by Doyle Volumes 1 & 2. 1967.
Comes with slip cover. good shape with moderate wear.

1The Annotated Sherlock Holmes w/Slipcase8

A collection of 200+ cards from the 1993-1994 Skybox set including
cards for Alonzo Mourning, and Dominique Wilkins. Cards are in
good to excellent condition. Please see photos for further details
and conditions

11993-1994 Skybox NBA Trading Cards9

Small collection various Pokemon Topps cards with collectible tin.
Includes holos. You get all pictured.

1Pokemon Topps Card Lot w/Tin10

Mini series set and Annual. Guardians of the Galaxy star Dave
Bautista is supposed to star in Dogtown, an action-comedy based
on Jason Pearson's comic Body Bags. VF+ to NM- range.

1Body Bags #1-4 + Dark Horse Annual11

LOT # QTY

A complete set of 1989 NFL trading cards that comes in original
box. Box is in okay to good condition with some edge wear and
appears to have been miscut by the factory; however, cards appear
to be unaffected by cut. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

11989 Score NFL Collector's Set- Complete12

50+ comics from the Modern Age of Marvel. Various titles. You get
all pictured. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1Marvel Modern Age Comic Lot13

Card #600. Includes a PSA 8 graded card and 6 ungraded cards.
1Tony Oliva 1969 Topps Baseball PSA 8 + More14

Full run of the 1982 series by Colan/Wolfman and Giordano. FN to
VF+ range.

1Night Force #1-14 Full Run/DC15

55 comics in the #101-202 range, most VF to NM with four as low
as Fair. Also included is a filler copy of Justice League of America
#13.

1Green Lantern Bronze to Copper Lot + Bonus16

A collection of over 1000+ NHL trading cards from Topps and
more. Cards include various stars and a signed 1990 Andre Reed.
Cards vary in condition. Please see photos for further details. You
get all pictured.

11990's NFL Trading Card Lot/ Signed Andre Reed17

Included several pictures of top military leaders during World Ward
II. On the back of many of the pictures are bios for them and the
war crimes that they were tried for. Also included are amateur
photos from that time period. Pictures measure between 2" x 3"
and 4 1/4" x 3".

1Post WWII/Occupied Japan Era Photograph Lot18

Complete 4 part series. Each comes with a mask insert. VF+/NM
overall.

1The Supernaturals #1-4/Marvel19

A collection of two NHL official boardgames which includes a
complete All-Star Face Off with a Don Cherry signed insert, and  a
still sealed NHL Hockey Challenge trivia game. Face off has been
opened, but has all pieces and is in good condition with small signs

1NHL Board Game Lot (2)20
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of playwear to the game board. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

A collection of over 40 cards from various sets like Topps,
highlighting 90's rookies like Michael Cloud, Rob Konrad and more.
Cards vary in condition, please see photos for further details. You
get all pictured.

11990's NFL Trading Card / Rookies21

Great reads! Spy stuff, detective novels and much more. You get
all pictured!

1Vintage Paperback Box Lot22

All 9 issues.  NM condition.
1DK III: The Master Race #1-9 Set/Batman23

85 comics from the 2 different story arcs. Included are Batman,
Detective and other Batman related titles. Overall VF to NM, most
are NM.

1Batman War Games/No Man's Land Lot24

Die-cut "claw slash" cover. CGC graded comic with white pages.
1Wolverine #50 CGC 9.625

Four approximately 6 1/2" tall figures celebrating The Muppet
Show's 25th anniversary. Features "Invisible Spray" Fozzie, and
"Vanishing Cream" Beaker. All items are brand new, never opened,
and still in the original packaging. Overall, each item's packaging is
in great condition, but does exhibit signs of light storage wear
present along the corners and edges of the packaging. See
pictures for further condition details.

1The Muppet Show Figure Lot of (4)26

Incudes #91,103,104,113,126,131 and Annuals #3 and 5. In Iron
Man Annual #5 (VF condition), Madam Slay resurrects Erik
Killmonger. #131 is part 7 of the Demon in the Bottle story arc.
Overall FN to VF range.

1Iron Man Bronze Age Lot of 8/Key27

1:9 scale vinyl model kit made by Dragon. New in original
packaging.

1Superman Man of Steel Dragon Model Kit28

Six Wizardology mini figures which features depictions of wizards
from around the world. All items are brand new, never opened, and
still in the original packaging. Two of the items' packaging exhibits
a yellow discoloration. Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Wizardology Mini Figure Lot of (6)29

41 comics various series. Includes a complete 4 part Moon Knight
series, Skaar Son of Hulk #1-4 and more. You get all pictured. VF
to NM overall.

1Modern Comic Book  Lot30

Complete 5 part series by Frank Miler. VF to NM range.
1Daredevil Man Without Fear #1-531

LOT # QTY

1979 Revell Ford Visible 2.3 Litre Turbo Operating Model Engine
Kit #H-906. Sealed. New in packaging.

11979 Revell Ford Operating Engine Model Kit32

GI Joe Millennium Series Collection 12 inch figure. World War I
Aviator Ace 94th Aero Squadron. New in original packaging with
certificate. 1999.

1GI Joe Millennium Series WWI Aviator Ace33

A collection showcasing four cards involving NHL stars Wayne
Gretzky, Brett Hull, and Teemu Selanne. Cards are from various
decks and come in their own individual sleeves. Cards and sleeves
vary in condition but are generally good. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1NHL Stars Lot (4)34

Includes #49,56,57,58, and 60-62. FD+ to FN range,
1Sub-Mariner Bronze Lot of (7)35

Twenty-one snack brand related modern Hot Wheels vehicles.
Features Reese's, Dots, Mounds, and more! All items are brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. Conditions
vary. You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Snack Cars & More Lot of (21)36

Nineteen Marvel super hero related modern Hot Wheels cars.
Features Thor, Hulk, Iron Man, and more! All items are brand new,
never opened, and still on the original card. Contains duplicates.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Marvel Related Car Lot of (19)37

60+ comics. Most are Modern. This lot features quite a bit of early
Valiant comics. You get all pictured. GD to NM- range.

1Indie Comics Lot38

10 comics. Includes Hulk Grey #1-6 and Hulk/Thing Hard Knocks
#1-4. VF to VF+ condition.

1Hulk + Thing Mini-Series Set Lot39

Includes a few hundred vintage cards from the late 60s/early 70s.
Includes some better cards. Condition varies from fair to Excellent.
Most are average.

11960s/70s Topps Baseball Card Lot40

Star Wars, Superhero, and more. You get all pictured.
1Pop Culture Figure Lot41

The Social Ladder by Charles Dana Gibson. Published in 1902.
Illustrations with humor. Good condition, with some scuffs and
small stains on the covers. Pages in very good condition.

1The Social Ladder 1902 Humor/Art Book42

19 comics. Includes 2 additional copies of #1 (second prints) and
#2. VF+ to VF+/NM.

1Future Quest #1-11 + Space Ghost #1-543

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Sixteen Fast & Furious related modern Hot Wheels cars. All items
are brand new, never opened, and still on the original card.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Fast & Furious Car Lot of (23)44

A collection of seven NFL cards that include players like Daunte
Culpepper and Keyshawn Johnson from sets like Upper Deck and
more. Cards come in their own individual sleeves and are in
generally good condition but ultimately vary. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

11989-1999 NFL Draft Picks Lot (7)45

Twenty-one snack brand related modern Hot Wheels vehicles.
Features Peeps, Skittles, Hot Tamales and more! All items are
brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Snack Cars & More Lot of (21)46

All 8 issues of the 2007 series. VF+/NM overall.
1Death of the New Gods #1-8 Set/Starlin47

Variant Action Figure. New is sealed package.
1Cavewoman (Bud Root) Gold Variant Figure48

A collection of over 20 cards from various decks by Topps and
Upper Deck. Lot includes various Rookies, including Ricky
Williams, Marshall Faulk and more. Most cards come un their own
card sleeve, but few are loose. Cards vary in condition. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

11994-1999 NFL Trading Card/ Rookies49

Harley Quinn and Joker cover. CGC graded comic with white
pages.

1Batman Adventures #28 CGC 9.6 Harley Quinn50

All 4 issues of the 1987 limited series. VF/VF+ overall.
1Mephisto Vs. Marvel #1-4 Set 198751

Includes #281-283,285-293,295-301,303-326 and Annuals #1-3.
FN+ to NM range.

1Legion of Super-Heroes Copper Age Lot52

Two WWE related figures, featuring Summer Rae and Natalya.
Figures measure approximately 6 1/2" tall. Both items are brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall, the
packaging is in great condition but does exhibit signs of light
storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1WWE Summer Rae & Natalya Figure Lot of (2)53

Two WWE related figures, featuring Alicia Fox and Eva Marie.
Figures measure approximately 6 1/2" tall. Both items are brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall, the
packaging is in great condition but does exhibit signs of light
storage wear and card creasing. See pictures for further condition
details.

1WWE Alicia Fox & Eva Marie Figure Lot of (2)54

LOT # QTY

3 Bronze Age What If Issues. #28 features Frank Miller art. FN to
FN+/VF. Hulk issue has rusted staples.

1What If? #11/12/2855

A collection of 12 Hot Rod/Drag Racing humor magazines. Various
titles. You get all pictured. Condition varies. Filler to VG+/FN-
range.

11960s Hot Rod Humor Magazine Lot56

Two WWE related figures, featuring Summer Rae and Alicia Fox.
Figures measure approximately 6 1/2" tall. Both items are brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall, the
packaging is in great condition but does exhibit signs of light
storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1WWE Summer Rae & Alicia Fox Figure Lot of (2)57

About 50 comics. Includes Indiana Jones: Fate of Atlantis #1-4 (#1
is signed on the interior by Loebs), A limited edition Scout
hardcover signed by Tim Truman, Northern Plains #1-6 (SLG, all
signed by creator Sean Kelley McKeever), Whisper #1-10,12-26 +
Special, Wildcats #1-5 and more. You get all pictured. Autographs
a were obtained at conventions and do not come with CoAs, but
are believed by Back to the Past to be genuine. VF to NM overall.

1Indie Comic Book Lot w/Autographs58

15 comics. Includes the first print of the issue that Bane breaks
Batman's back. FN to VF+/NM range.

1Batman Knightfall Parts 1-1559

Candle holders, figurines and more. You get all pictured.
1Vintage Decorative Houseware Lot60

Two WWE related figures, featuring Stephanie McMahon and
Natalya. Figures measure approximately 6 1/2" tall. Both items are
brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging.
Overall, the packaging is in great condition but does exhibit signs
of light storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1WWE Stephanie McMahon & Natalya Figure Lot of (2)61

Made by Spencer Davis in 2000. Limited edition, numbered and
comes with original box & COA. "Pride of the Masai". Measures
over 12" tall with base. Small chip on base, see photos.

1Booty Babe Erotic Art Statue/Figurine62

5 Bronze Age issues. FN to VF+ with some spine wear and
creases throughout.

1Batman Family #11/12/14/15/1663

Three Funko ReAction figures, featuring Columbia from The Rocky
Horror Picture Show, Stripe from Gremlins, and Marla Singer from
Fight Club. All items appear to be brand new, never opened, and
still on the original card, however, the Marla Singer's bubble
appears to have loosened from the card as some point as it was
previously taped. Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Funko ReAction Figure Lot of (3)64

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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30 comics from DC's Bronze Age. Various titles. You get all
pictured. GD to NM range.

1DC Bronze Age Comic Lot65

12" figure. New in package. 1997, Hasbro.
1GI Joe D-Day Salute Classic Collection Figure66

Includes Identity Crisis #1-7, Villains United #1-6 and Day of
Vengeance #1-6. VF to NM- overall.

1DC Limited Series Sets Lot67

2 figures from Kotobukiya from 2000 with figure holders. Figures
stand about 6 inches tall each. Nice shape.

1Anime/Manga Figure Lot68

A collection of 100+ cards from 1993-1994 by Upper Deck and
Skybox. Cards come from a variety of sets and include a Michael
Jordan #23 card. Cards are in excellent condition. Please see
photos for further details and conditions. VF+/NM

11993-1995 NBA Trading Card Lot69

Card #470 from the 1968 series. PSA graded.
1Bill Freehan 1968 Topps Baseball PSA 8 Tigers70

Includes #12,13,17,18,20,26,27 and 29. #12 is the 1st appearance
of Chemistro. FN+ to VF+ range.

1Hero For Hire Bronze Age Lot of (8)71

A complete box of 1987 wax package Topps baseball cards. Box
comes with all 36 packs still sealed. Box is in good condition with
small signs of storage wear including edgewear near flaps and
corners. Please see photos for further conditions and details.

11987 Topps Bubble Gum Baseball Cards- Complete Box72

A collection of nine Randy Moss cards that come from sets from
Upper Deck, Topps, and more. Cards come in their own individual
sleeves and are generally in good condition but do vary. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

11990's NFL Randy Moss Lot (9)73

Three Disney Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End figures.
Produced by Zizzle, this lot includes Barbossa, Ragetti, and Pintel
and all items are brand new, never opened, and still on the original
card. Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Disney Pirates of the Caribbean Figure Lot of (3)74

Includes #1-7, Countdown and 2 copies of Brave New World. #5 is
the 1st full and cover appearance of the third Blue Beetle, in
costume. #3 is the 1st appearance of Jamie Reyes, a
Mexican-American teenager and the third Blue Beetle, not in
costume. #3 and #5 are NM-, # is VG/FN with spine damage, and
the rest are VF+.

1Infinite Crisis #1-7 + More/Key Blue Beetle75

LOT # QTY

Both are new and sealed in original bags.
1Godzilla Cup Holder Lot of (2)76

Twenty pop culture related modern Hot Wheels, featuring The
Muppets, The Simpsons, Back to the Future, and more! All items
are brand new, never opened, and still on the original card.
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Pop Culture Related Lot of (20)77

Box lot of figures and some trading cards from Disney. Other
figures include Looney Tunes and others. You get all pictured.

1Disney/Animal Figure/Cards Lot78

Only missing #8 from the 1972 series. FN+ to VF range.
1Tales to Astonish #1-7/9-14 Near Run79

Nineteen cartoon and comic related modern Hot Wheels, featuring
Looney Tunes, Felix the Cat, Flash Gordon, and more! All items
are brand new, never opened, and still on the original card.
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Cartoon Related Lot of (19)80

Stagecoach with figures. Nice shape with some play wear. This
comes with everything pictured. One tab broken by present.

1Roy Rogers Stagecoach Vintage Ideal Toy81

Excellent condition. This book comes with a limited edition signed
book plate. Signed by artist Joe Jusko. NM condition.

1Joe Jusko's Art of Edgar Rice Burroughs Signed82

13 comics. Includes
#207,216,221,224,225,226,231,239,298,366,370 and Annuals #4
and 7. VG to FN+ range.

1Captain America Bronze to Copper Age Lot83

A collection of 16 Topps Baseball cards from 1959 and features
players such as Detroit Tiger Eddie Yost and Stan Williams of the
LA Dodgers. Cards come in their own sleeves, and vary in
condition but are generally in good condition. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

11959 Topps Baseball Card Lot (16)84

Nineteen Hanna-Barbera cartoon related modern Hot Wheels,
featuring Scooby-Doo, Tom and Jerry, The Flintstones and more!
All items are brand new, never opened, and still on the original
card. Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Hanna-Barbera Car Lot of (19)85

Twenty-seven Batmobile related modern Hot Wheels from various
years and iterations of Batman. All items are brand new, never
opened, and still on the original card. Contains duplicate items.
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Batmobile Lot of (27)86

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Includes #480,489,507,512-519 and 2 copies of #567. FN to VF
range.

1Detective Comics Group of (13) #480-56787

1987. Sealed 1:144 scale model kit. Box has some denting, but is
otherwise great.

1Revell Launch Tower & Space Shuttle Model88

Twenty DC Comics related modern Hot Wheels which includes
Batman, Superman, Catwoman, The Joker, and more! All items are
brand new, never opened, and still on the original card. Conditions
vary. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels DC Related Lot of (20)89

All 52 issues. Included are 3 copies of #11 (1st full appearance and
cover of Batman). Highlights included the first cameos and full
appearance of the New Batwoman and the New Isis. VF+/NM
overall.

152 #1-52 Full Run/DC90

Includes #16,30,44,47,48,58,60,66,67 and 68. #16 is the 1st
cameo appearance of Dr. Sun, voice only. #44 is the first meeting
and battle of Doctor Strange and Dracula. #58 is a solo Blade
issue. VG to FN+ range.

1Tomb of Dracula Bronze Age Lot of (10)91

Two Marvel Universe figures of She-Hulk and Scarlet Witch which
were produced by Hasbro in 2011. Both items measure about 4
1/2" tall and are brand new, never opened, and still on the original
card.  Overall the cards are in great condition, but does have light
storage wear present along the edges of the card. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Marvel She-Hulk & Scarlet Witch Figure Lot of (2)92

4 newspapers with important headlines from the end of World War
II and a late 1945 issue of Life Magazine.

1WWII Era Magazine/Newspaper Lot93

Two Disney/Pixar Cars 2 items, which includes "Save the Queen"
die-cast set and the Double Decker Bus. Both items are brand new,
never opened, and still in the original packaging. The talking
elements within the die-cast set has been tested and works.
Overall, the packaging on both items appear to be in great
condition with minor storage wear present along the edges,
corners, or faces of the boxes. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Disney/Pixar Cars Queen & Double Decker Lot of (2)94

A variety of Bronze Age titles from Marvel . Highlights include Ms.
Marvel #9 (1st Deathbird) and Jungle Action #7 (2nd Eric
Killmonger). VG to FN+ range.

1Marvel Bronze Age Lot of (22)95

LOT # QTY

A collection of nine Fleer Sports Inserts that include transferable
stickers for teams such as the Chicago Cubs, Milwaukee Braves,
Pittsburgh Pirates and more. Inserts are in good condition with
some spots of water damage on few. Please see photos for further
details and conditions. You get all pictured.

11960-1961 Fleer Sports Inserts96

Over 1000+ basketball trading cards from Upper Deck and NBA
Hoops. Decks are incomplete but feature cards such as a 1993
Michael Jordan #23, 1990 Magic Johnson #157, and more. Cards
vary in condition. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

11990's NBA Trading Card Lot97

Infinity Gauntlet crossover. Thanos appearance. CGC graded
comic with white pages.

1Silver Surfer #58 CGC 9.4 Infinity Gauntlet98

25 comics from the Bronze Age of DC. Includes a Mike Kaluta
signed copy of Shadow #1. This was convention signed and does
not come with a CoA, but is believed to be genuine by Back to the
Past. Most are FN to VF, some are VG.

1DC Bronze Age Lot of (25)99

Two Disney/Pixar Cars 2 items, which includes RS Team Lightning
McQueen and "Wasabi" die-cast set with Mater and Sushi Chefs.
Both items are brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. The talking elements within the die-cast set has been
tested and works. Overall, the packaging on both items appear to
be in great condition with minor storage wear present along the
edges, corners, or faces of the boxes. See pictures for further
condition details.

1Disney/Pixar Cars McQueen & Mater Lot of (2)100

Plastic figures and some trading cards. Most are prehistoric
themed. You get all pictured.

1Dinosaurs/Cavemen/Cards and More Lot101

Lot contains soft cover compendiums Volume #1-3 and trade
paperbacks #17 and 18. Nice shape with little shelf wear. Call it
VF/NM.

1Walking Dead Compendium/TPB Lot102

Includes #25,37-40 and 49. #37 is the death of Dorma. #38 is an
Namor origin story. #49 features a teaser image of Luke Cage who
first appeared in Hero For Hire, published one month after this
issue. GD condition with, ironically enough, moisture damage.

1Sub-Mariner Bronze Lot of (6)103

Includes Flash, Wonder Woman and Superman. New in original
packages.

1Justice League 10 inch Figure Lot104

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Fifteen classic rock related modern Hot Wheels which includes
AC/DC, Kiss, and The Who. All items are brand new, never
opened, and still on the original card. Conditions vary. See pictures
for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Classic Rock Lot of (15)105

40+ issues from different Modern Age Spider-Man titles. You get all
pictured. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1Spider-Man and Related Comic Lot106

12 comics. 3 complete limited series from the early 90s. Includes
Hawkeye #1-4, Scarlet Witch #1-4 and Further Adventures of
Cyclops and Phoenix #1-4. FN to VF overall, some closer to NM.

1Marvel Limited Series Sets Lot107

#368/1200. Painted statue with base and original box. Excellent
condition.

1Marvel Girl (X-Men) 12 inch Bowen Statue108

A 1990 Fleer Drazen Petrovic PSA with a Mint 9.
11990 Drazen Petrovic PSA 9109

New in package. Manga/Anime figurine.
1Tsuyokisu Otome Kurogane 1/8 PVC Figure110

#24 is the first appearance of Blade outside of Tomb of Dracula
and the first meeting of Blade and Morbius. FN/FN+ overall.

1Adventures in Fear #16/21/24 Marvel111

Three sets of brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging of girl related PEZ dispensers. Features iconography
from Sanrio such as Hello Kitty, My Melody and Keroppi as well as
a Barbie set. The packaging for all items are in overall great
condition with minimal signs of storage wear being present. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Girl Related PEZ Set Lot of (3)112

A 2002 Buddy Big League with Diamond Backs jersey that comes
in original box. Buddy is In great condition and stands 17" in height
from the bottom of the base. Buddy has not been tested, as he is
still in original packaging. Buddy's box is in good condition with
signs of storage wear including creasing and a squashed
appearance in some areas. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

1Buddy Big League 2002113

Includes Captain Kirk in dress uniform and Beverly Crusher. New in
packages. Packages have minor to moderate shelf wear.

1Star Trek 9" Clothed Figure Lot114

21 issues in the #183-258 range. You get all pictured. GD to FN
condition with spine and some tape repairs.

1Superboy Group of (21) #183-258115

Two Mini-Mates figure sets, which includes a Back to the Future:
Part II Mini-Time Machine with Jennifer Parker and Femme
Fatales. Both items are brand new, never opened, and still on the

1Mini-Mates Figure Lot of (2)116

LOT # QTY
original cards. The packaging is in overall great condition with signs
of light storage wear along the edges of the cards. See pictures for
further condition details.

1st Norman Osbourn as the Red Goblin. CGC graded 9.8 with
white pages.

1Amazing Spider-Man #798 CGC 9.8/Key117

Sixteen Star Wars related modern Hot Wheels vehicles. All items
are brand new, never opened, and still on the original card.
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Star Wars Vehicle Lot of (16)118

Includes 2 copies of #171. #171 is the 1st appearance of Baron
Samedi and the 3rd appearance of Brother Voodoo. #173 is the 1st
appearance of Black Talon, Desmond Drew and the final
appearance of Brother Voodoo in Strange Tales. #171 is GD, #171
is VG, #172 is FN, #173 is FN.

1Strange Tales #171-173/Brother Voodoo119

5 magazines from the 1950s. The magazines had feature articles
about society with pin-up girl covers and other pictorials. Titles
include: Click, Wit, Laff, Grin and Spot. Overall good shape with
varied wear. Call them VG-/VG.

11940s Pictorial/Pin-Up Magazines120

A collection of six NHL cards featuring player Slava Kozlov from his
time on the Detroit Red Wings and the Soviet Stars. Cards come in
their own sleeves and vary in condition but are generally good.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

11990's NHL Red Wings/ Slava Kozlov Lot121

From 1" to 6". Most are modern, but a few are from the 1960s/70s.
Most are in great shape.

1Army Men/Soldiers Box Lot122

22 comic from various series. You get all pictured. World War Hulk
#5 is the first cameo of Skaar, Son of Hulk in the mainstream
Marvel Universe. Includes a couple covers from the Red Hulk
series.  VF to NM range.

1Hulk Modern Age Lot/1st Skaar123

Twenty-three Americana related modern Hot Wheels vehicles. All
items are brand new, never opened, and still on the original card.
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Americana Vehicle Lot of (23)124

Thirteen Spongebob related modern Hot Wheels vehicles. All items
are brand new, never opened, and still on the original card, except
for the Plankton vehicle as the bubble has come off of the card.
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Spongebob Vehicle Lot of (13)125

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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About 90 comics from different Modern Age Batman titles. Includes
a full set of The Dark Knight Strikes Again. You get all pictured.
FN+ to NM range.

1Batman and Related Comic Lot126

Includes #4,11,14(x2),17 as well as Giant-Size #2 and 5.
Giant-Size #5 is the 1st appearance of Hellcow, a cow bitten in
desperation by Dracula 300 years ago. VG+ to VF range.

1Man-Thing Bronze Age Lot of (7)/1st Hellcow127

A collection of seven NFL cards showcasing Quarterbacks
including Dan Marino, Bledsoe, and John Elway. Cards come in
their own sleeves and vary in condition but are generally good.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

11998-1999 NFL Quarterback Lot (7)128

A collection of 200+ cards from various 1992-1993 Upper Deck and
Skybox sets. Lot features a 1992 In Your Face Michael Jordan
#452 with error. Gold two-time champion displays the incorrect set
of dates. Cards vary in condition. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

11990-1993 NBA/Michael Jordan Error 453129

12" figure. New in package. Package has minor shelf wear as
pictured.

1GI Joe General George Washington Figure130

13 comics. Includes #3,8,11(x2),14(x2),25 and 26 from series 1
and 5,6, and 8-10 from series 2. FN to NM- range.

1Kull the Conqueror Bronze to Copper Lot131

Six modern G.I. Joe figures from 2013's Series 29. All items are
brand new, never opened, and still on the original card. Overall, the
packaging is in great condition, however, some items exhibit light
storage wear. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Modern GI Joe Series 29 Figure Lot of (6)132

Premiere issue. CGC graded comic with white pages.
1Warlock and the Infinity Watch #1 CGC 9.8133

Eighteen movie and television show related modern Hot Wheels
vehicles. All items are brand new, never opened, and still on the
original card. Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Movie Related Lot of (18)134

Aquagirl joins the team in issue #20 and Duela Dent joins in issue
#46. #46 is VF+, #30 is GD+ with moisture damage.

1Teen Titans #30 + 46/Aquagirl/Duela Dent135

About 5 inches tall. New in package, but the bubble has cracked
open due to age.. Made by Yujin.

1GPX Cyber Formula Zero Asuka Sugo SRDX Figure136

LOT # QTY

Twenty-three modern Hot Wheels vehicles, including some candy
themed cars. All items are brand new, never opened, and still on
the original card. Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Vehicle Lot of (23)137

A collection of six cards highlighting the Rookie years of Fred
Taylor from decks such as Collector's Edge and Upper Deck. Cards
come in their own sleeves and vary in condition but are generally
good. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

11998-1999 NFL Rookie Card Lot/ Fred Taylor138

1st team-up of Adam Strange and Hawkman. VG condition.
1Mystery in Space #90/1964 Hawkman139

Twenty-four modern Hot Wheels vehicles. All items are brand new,
never opened, and still on the original card. Conditions vary. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Vehicle Lot of (24)140

Disney, TV Shows and more. Lots of variety. You get all pictured.
1Action Figure/Toy Box Lot141

A collection of three Topps and one Donruss baseball card from
1989. Cards highlight stars such as Deion Sanders, Randy
Johnson and Nolan Ryan. Cards come in their own sleeves and
vary in condition but are generally good. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

11989 Topps Baseball Card Lot (4)142

Both Full limited series from the Dark Horse/DC series. 7 comics.
NM condition.

1Green Lantern/Superman Vs. Aliens Sets143

Card #340 from the 1971 series. PSA graded.
1Rico Petrocelli Topps Baseball PSA 7 Red Sox144

Made by Spencer Davis in 2000. Limited edition, numbered and
comes with original box & COA. "Coco". Measures over 12" tall
with base.

1Booty Babe Erotic Art Statue/Figurine145

Includes #8-16,18-34 and Annuals #1-2 from the 1987 series as
well as #1-5 from the 1990 series. VF/NM condition overall.

1The Question Comic Lot/DC146

Includes #14,21,22,32 and 33. #14 & #37 are VF+, the rest are GD
to VG-.

1Ghost Rider Bronze Age Lot of (5)147

Includes 3 sealed hard covers. Amazing Spider-Man Family
Business, Daredevil Season One and Iron Man Believe.

1Marvel Hard Cover Lot148

A 1987 NFL Strategy board game that is complete in box, and a
sealed 1987 VCR College Bowl Game. NFL Strategy is in great
condition with some light wear to the fabric of the suitcase near the

1Football Boardgame Lot (2)149

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY
clasps. Box is in okay to good condition with signs of storage wear
including some staining. VCR game is in excellent condition as it
factory sealed. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Nineteen modern Hot Wheels vehicles. All items are brand new,
never opened, and still on the original card. Conditions vary. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Vehicle Lot of (19)150

Includes #184,187,216,231,244,332,350,351,389,410,411 and 417.
Overall VF- to NM- range. #184 is GD-.

1Hulk Bronze to Modern Lot of (12)151

A collection of seven cards highlighting Barry Sanders early career
with the Detroit Lions. Cards come in their own sleeves and vary in
condition but are generally good. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

11990's NFL Trading Cards/ Barry Sanders152

(2) Life Magazines and a collectors magazine called Four Dark
Days in History. Complete. Varied wear.

1JFK Kennedy Assassination Magazine Lot153

Gatefold wraparound cover. CGC graded comic with white pages.
1Infinity War #1 CGC 9.6154

Includes #1,2,913,14,15,16,18,23,27,44,46 and 53. Overall VF-/VF,
some are GD with moisture damage.

1Saga of the Swamp Thing Lot155

Twenty-three modern Hot Wheels vehicles. All items are brand
new, never opened, and still on the original card. Conditions vary.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Vehicle Lot of (23)156

A collection of 28 stamps featuring baseball players such as Jim
Landis, Dick Williams, Russ Nixon and more. Stamps are in good
to great condition with little to no signs of wear. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

11961 Topps Baseball Stamps157

Includes poster magazines, a Klingon Dictionary, Enterprise Log
Vol.2 and more. You get all pictured. Overall good shape!

1Star Trek 1970s/80s Magazine/Book Lot158

Includes the last issue of the series. VG- to FN- range.
1Strange Tales #183/184/186-188 Dr. Strange159

26 photos that are all circa 1950s/60s of pin-up/nude models in
various stages of undress. Photos were printed in that time period.
They measure 4" x 5".

11950s/60s Pin-Up Model Photograph Lot160

Twenty-three modern Hot Wheels vehicles. All items are brand
new, never opened, and still on the original card. Conditions vary.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Modern Hot Wheels Vehicle Lot of (23)161

LOT # QTY

About 60 comics from the Modern Age of Marvel. Various titles.
You get all pictured. VF/NM overall.

1Marvel Modern Age Comic Lot162

#174 is the 1st appearance and origin of the Golem. VG- to VG
range.

1Strange Tales #174/176/177 1st Golem163

A collection of 200+ cards from various decks from Topps and
more. Cards vary in condition. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

11980's +1990's NHL Hockey and Football Trading Car164

Six vintage 1988 carded Willow figures produced by Tonka. All
items are brand new, never opened, and still on the original card.
Overall, each item is in nice condition, but displays a varying
degree of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Vintage Willow Carded Figures Lot of (6)165

3 volumes of the hardcovers. Volume 2 and 3 are sealed. Volume
one's dust jacket is FN, book itself well-protected.

1Tor Hardcover Volume #1-3/Joe Kubert166

#76 is the 1st cameo appearance of Ultimo, 2nd appearance and
1st cover appearance of Batroc and Sharon Carter. #80 is a
crossover with Tales to Astonish #82. #26 is VG, #80 is VG-/VG.

1Tales of Suspense #76 + #80/Sharon Carter167

A collection of five cards of Terrell Davis that come from a variety
of decks from Upper Deck, Topps and more. Most cards come in
their own sleeves and vary in condition but are generally good.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1Late 90's-2000 NFL Cards/ Terrell Davis168

5 vintage pulps. Excellent stories with some illustrations. Amazing
covers. Varied wear.

1Late 30s to Early 50s Sci-Fi/Adventure Pulp Lot169

Postcards, photographs, programs, books, signed Henry Winkler
and QB Eric Hipple photos and more. A little bit of everything. You
get all pictured. The pictures were convention signed and do not
come with CoAs, but are believed by Back to the Past to be
genuine.

1Vintage/Antique Paper and More Lot170

20 copies of the #1 issue from the 2002 series. NM condition.
1Captain America #1 Dealer Lot of (20)171

Five vintage 1988 carded Willow figures produced by Tonka. All
items are brand new, never opened, and still on the original card.
Overall, each item is in nice condition, but displays a varying
degree of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Vintage Willow Carded Figures Lot of (5)172

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A collection of ten cards from the Pro Football Hall of Fame set by
Swell. Cards feature players such as Steve Van Buren, Lou Groza,
and more. Cards come loose but appear in great condition with
little to no storage wear. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

11990 Pro Football Hall of Fame Card Lot (10)173

Includes #1-38,42,43 and Annuals #1-2. #37 and 38 are the 2-part
Death of Superboy story arc issues. VF+/NM overall.

1Legion of Super-Heroes 1984 Lot174

4 comics. This lot also includes Collectors' Item Classics #8-10.
Marvel Super-Heroes #1 is the first one-shot format published by
Marvel and reprints Daredevil #1. VG-/VG condition.

1Marvel Super-Heroes #1 (1966) + More175

Five vintage 1988 carded Willow figures produced by Tonka. All
items are brand new, never opened, and still on the original card.
Overall, each item is in nice condition, but displays a varying
degree of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Vintage Willow Carded Figures Lot of (5)176

9 magazine from the 70s and 80s. Each deal with horror, sci-fi,
adventure and other genres of movies. You get all pictured. Overall
good shape with varied wear.

11970s/80s Movie Magazine Lot177

Five vintage 1988 carded Willow figures produced by Tonka. All
items are brand new, never opened, and still on the original card.
Overall, each item is in nice condition, but displays a varying
degree of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Vintage Willow Carded Figures Lot of (5)178

Includes #36,37,42,43,46,50,70,131 and 132. Reprinting classic
Spider-Man stories. GD+ to VG range.

1Marvel Tales Bronze Age Lot of (9)179

A collection of three complete baseball trading card sets including a
sealed 1993 Fleer Ultra series, 1993 Topps Stadium Club Series 1,
and an opened but complete Topps 1991 official set. Decks are in
excellent condition as two of them are still sealed. Opened Topps
cards are in excellent condition but box does show small amounts
of wear around the corners of the box. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1Complete Baseball Trading Card Lot (3)180

A Riddell San Francisco 49ers replica Helmet that is a size Large
and roughly measures 12" in length and 8" wide. Helmet is in good
condition with some wear including a scratch near the front left
side, and some staining on the sweat band. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1San Francisco 49ers Replica Helmet181

LOT # QTY

A collection of ten cards of football star Peyton Manning and father
Archie Manning that come from a variety of sets from Topps, Score
and more. Most cards come in their own sleeves and vary in
condition but are generally good. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

11999-2000 NFL Cards/ Peyton Manning182

Complete 6 issue series from 2005. NM-/NM condition.
1Space Ghost #1-6 Complete Set Alex Ross183

Gatefold wraparound cover. CGC graded comic with white pages.
1Infinity War #2 CGC 9.8184

1996. From the Shadows of the Empire series for 3 3/4" figures.
Moderate wear.

1Star Wars Dash Rendar Outrider Vehicle185

Includes #4 (VG condition with stains. from 1975 and #15 (VF-
condition) from 1977.

1Conan the Barbarian Treasury Edition Lot186

A variety of Bronze Age titles from Marvel. You get all pictured.
Overall VG to VF+, Marvel Premiere #2 is VG-.

1Marvel Bronze Age Lot of (15)187

A collection of eight football cards highlighting players from
1961-1972, including players such as Ernie Ladd, Lance Alworth
and more. Cards come loose but appear in great condition with
little to no storage wear. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

11961-1972 Fleer+Topps Football Lot188

Two Planet of the Apes figures, which includes one Soldier Ape
and one Soldier Ape TV figure. Produced by Medicom Toys in
2000, both items are brand new, never opened, and still on the
original card. Overall the packaging is in great condition with minor
storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1Planet of the Apes Soldier Ape Figure Lot of (2)189

Includes #1-20,24-60 as well as Annual #1-2. VF+/NM overall.
1Ultimate Fantastic Four Lot190

8 comics. Includes All-Star Western #6, Weird Western Tales
#18,20,22,65 and Jonah Hex #46,55 and 69. VG to VF range.

1DC Vintage Western Comic Lot/Jonah Hex191

Two Planet of the Apes figures, which includes one Lucius and one
Soldier Ape figure. Produced by Medicom Toys in 2000, both items
are brand new, never opened, and still on the original card. Overall
the packaging is in great condition with minor storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Planet of the Apes Lucius & Soldier Ape Lot of (2)192

A collection of four Detroit Tigers sports programs including ones
for years 1971, 1972, and 1974. Programs vary in condition but
generally show age wear. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

1Vintage Tigers Sports Programs193

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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27 photos that are all circa 1950s/60s of pin-up/nude models in
various stages of undress. Photos were printed in that time period.
They measure 4" x 5".

11950s/60s Pin-Up Model Photograph Lot194

In issue #186, Chthon appears as a cloud entity and possesses the
Scarlet Witch. The origin of Scarlet Witch and Pietro is told by
Bova. 8 Bronze age issues. You get all pictured. #186 is GD with
moisture damage, the rest are GD to FN+ range.

1Avengers #139/142/163/164/166/170/171/186195

Three Planet of the Apes figures, which includes General Ursus,
General Aldo, and General Urko. Produced by Medicom Toys in
2000, all items are brand new, never opened, and still on the
original card. Overall the packaging is in great condition with minor
storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1Planet of the Apes General Ape Lot of (3)196

Card #448 from the 1971 series. PSA graded.
1Dave Roberts Topps Baseball PSA 8 Padres197

Great reads! Spy stuff, detective novels and much more. You get
all pictured!

1Vintage Paperback Box Lot198

#9 is the 1st team appearance of the Cloud Riders, an intergalactic
motorcycle gang that appeared in the 2018 'Solo' film. VF- to VF
range.

1Star Wars #9/61/102 Marvel 1970s/80s199

A collection of twelve stadium used baseballs from mostly
Comerica Park, and a new in box MLB Superstars collector's mug.
Baseballs are used and display wear from play including staining,
marks, and more. Balls include two display cases. Mug is in
excellent condition as it is still in box. Box is in good condition with
some signs of storage. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

1Stadium Used Baseballs + Mug200

A collection of four cards from various makers that are all
convention signed. Signatures include NHL's Mike Johnson and
Joe Thorton, as well as NFL's Mike Johnson and Jon Kitna. Cards
come in their own sleeves and vary in condition but are generally
good. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1Late 90's-2000 NFL + NHL Cards/ Signed201

About 50 comics from the Modern Age of Marvel. Various titles.
You get all pictured. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1Marvel Modern Age Comic Lot202

Includes #934, 935,937,939 (2 covers),  and 941-952. NM-/NM
condition.

1Detective Comics Rebirth Lot of (17)203

LOT # QTY

Drawings in Black & White by Howard Chandler Christy.1905
Moffat, Yard & Co. This book is a collection of Howard Christy art.
This large coffee table sized book has wear as pictured.

1Drawings in Black & White Early 1900s Art Book204

Two Planet of the Apes figures, which includes Caesar and Caesar
Land's Ape. Produced by Medicom Toys in 2000, both items are
brand new, never opened, and still on the original card. Overall the
packaging is in great condition with minor storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Planet of the Apes Caesar/Caesar Land's Lot of (2)205

A collection of five baseball cards from the 70's and 80's that
feature players such as Joe Morgan, Mark McGwire, Ken Griffey
and more. Cards are in good to great condition and come in their
own sleeves. Conditions vary. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

11970's + 1980's Baseball Cards (5)206

Includes #384,389,403,412 (x2) and 418. VG-/VG condition overall.
1Detective Comics Silver to Bronze Age Lot207

Bewitched Agnes Ureshiko Asaba 1/7 Yamato SIF EX Extra Story
Image Figure. 2005. New in original package.

1Agnes Ureshiko Asaba 1/7 Yamato Manga Figure208

13 magazines from various publishers. Adults only. Publication
dates range from the 50s to late 60s. Full of pictures, articles and
cartoons. Overall good shape with varied storage wear as pictured.
VF to NM overall.

11950s/60s Pin-Up Men's Magazine Lot209

Adam Warlock assumes control of the Infinity Gauntlet. CGC
graded comic with white pages.

1Infinity Gauntlet #6 CGC 9.6210

Includes #248,269,272-277,293 and 295. GD to VG- with price
stickers throughout.

1Batman Bronze Age Group of (10)211

This lot features 11 magazines with content that fills the spectrum.
An early 1900s magazine that focused on the youth of America
called Tip Top Weekly, a pair of vintage adult humor magazines
called Sex to Sexty, hobby magazines and more. You get all
pictured. Overall good shape with varied wear.

1Antique to Modern Collectible Magazine Lot212

Two Planet of the Apes figures, which includes Zira and Cornelius.
Produced by Medicom Toys in 2000, both items are brand new,
never opened, and still on the original card. Overall the packaging
is in great condition with minor storage wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Planet of the Apes Zira & Cornelius Lot of (2)213

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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28 Silver and Bronze Age Marvel comics from various series. You
get all pictured. VG to NM range overall, three Filler copies mixed
in.

1Marvel Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot214

#5 is the 1st appearance of The Shroud and #7 is his origin.
VG/VG+ overall.

1Super-Villain Team-Up #5-8/1st Shroud215

Two Planet of the Apes figures, which includes Dr. Zaius and
Caesar. Produced by Medicom Toys in 2000, both items are brand
new, never opened, and still on the original card. Overall the
packaging is in great condition with minor storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Planet of the Apes Dr. Zaius & Caesar Lot of (2)216

A collection of fifteen Topps baseball cards from 1962 that include
players like Dean Chance, Willie David and more. Cards are in
good to great condition and come in their own sleeves. Conditions
vary. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

11962 Topps Baseball Asst. Cards217

Produced by Columbia Records. This book and record set features
a 60 page with 33 1/3" album with music with stories and pictures
from the 1860s. The record is in good shape with some minor
scuffing and scratching. The book is complete, but appears to have
some water damage.

11958 Civil War Music Album/Book Set218

Includes #106,125,127,129,130,132 (2nd Bullseye),139,154 and
155. #132 is VF+. Overall GD+ to VG+ range.

1Daredevil Bronze Age Lot of (9)/2nd Bullseye219

Two Biblequest figures of Moses and Noah which measure about 5
1/4" tall. Both figures are brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Overall the packaging is in great condition with
minor signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Biblequest Moses & Noah Figures Lot of (2)220

Two Biblequest figures of Daniel and Esther which measure about
5 1/4" tall. Both figures are brand new, never opened, and still in
the original packaging. Overall the packaging is in great condition
with minor signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Biblequest Daniel & Esther Figures Lot of (2)221

128 page book that chronicles World War 1. This hardcover book
was published by the same company that published Women's
Weekly. The book appears to be complete, but has wear as
pictured.

1World War I Book - Liberty's Victorious Conflict222

LOT # QTY

#5 is the 1st team appearance of the Vishanti: Agamotto, Hoggoth,
Oshtur #16 is the 2nd appearance and origin of Iron Fist. #17 is
missing value stamp. VF overall.

1Marvel Premiere #5/8/16/17 Iron Fist/Dr. Strange223

A collection of two NHL games including a 1985 sealed Hockey
Card Game that features Toronto vs Montreal, as well as a Milton
Bradley Trophy Games Patrick Hat Trick. Card game is in excellent
condition as it is factory sealed. Patrick Hat Trick is in good
condition and comes with original box, but has been opened. All
pieces to Patrick are present, but the box does show wear including
tearing, edge fraying and  sticker wear. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1NHL Game Lot (2)224

Issue #200 features a wraparound cover by George Perez. Other
highlights include the 1st team appearance of second The Royal
Flush Gang, a 14-page preview of Masters of the Universe #1
(1982), and a new origin of Black Canary, powers and identity
explained. FN+/NM- overall.

1Justice League #200-217/219-232 Annual #1225

A collection of three Topps baseball cards from the 1950's and
include players Eddie Robinson, Vic Power and Jim Hughes. Cards
are loose but in good condition with signs of age wear. Conditions
vary. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

11950's Topps Baseball Cards (3)226

Lot includes #1,8,14,15,42,43,47,49,77,79,81 and Annuals #3,4,5
and 7. #1 is GD+/VG-. Most are VF-/VF with a fewer closer to
GD+.

1Marvel Two-In-One Lot of (15)227

Prints, a Thanos sketch, trading cards, glassware, price guides,
promo stuff and more. Includes an Avengers/Invaders poster that
was never opened. You get all pictured. Everything looks to be in
nice shape. The Heavy Metal has a couple of coupons clipped that
does not affect the story pages.

1Comic Book Collectible HUGE Lot228

About 40 comics from various publishers. Most are from the 1990s.
You get all pictured. VF to NM overall.

1Adult Comic Book Lot229

Over 1000+ basketball trading cards from Fleer and Topps. You get
all items pictured. Please see photos for further details and
conditions

11990's NBA Trading Card Lot230

Lot includes #8,23,27,33,37,41,42,56,68,122,147 and Annuals
#2,3 and 5. #8 is the 1st appearance of Man-Killer, later becomes
Amazon. #68 is the 1st appearance of D'Spayre, an ancient
demonic agent of fear and despair. Overall VF to NM-. Five are
GD- to VG-.

1Marvel Team-Up Lot of (14)231

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Two Biblequest figures of David and Goliath, the David figure
measures about 5 1/4" tall. Both figures are brand new, never
opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall the packaging is
in great condition with minor signs of storage wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Biblequest David & Goliath Figures Lot of (2)232

A collection of four baseball cards including a throwback card of
Mickey Mantle. Other cards include Alex Rodriguez and Cal Ripken
Jr by Upper Deck and more. Conditions vary. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

11994 Baseball Card Lot (4)233

60+ comics from the Silver to Modern Age. Most are Modern Age.
Various titles. Highlights included the John Byrne Man of Steel 6
part series and the first appearance of Don Rickles in comics! Most
are VF to NM, a few are in the VF to FN range.

1Superman and Related Silver to Modern Lot234

A variety of Bronze Age titles from Marvel. You get all pictured.
Overall VF to VF+, four are GD+/VG-.

1Marvel Bronze Age Lot of (15)235

Card #61 (Rookie) from the 1968 series. PSA graded.
1Reggie Smith Topps Baseball PSA 9 Red Sox236

AMT 1937 Cord 812 Supercharged Convertible Coupe 1:12 Scale
Model Kit. Sealed and unopened

1AMT 1937 Cord 812 1:12 Scale Model/Vintage237

First full appearance of the Spoiler. CGC graded comic with white
pages.

1Detective Comics #648 CGC 9.6/1st Spoiler238

Lot includes #246,261,314,315,317 and Annuals #7-10 and 12. FN
to NM- condition.

1Thor Bronze to Copper Lot of (10)239

Two sets of Biblequest figures which features Angel & Shepherd
and an approximately 5 1/4" tall Esther figure. All figures are brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall the
packaging is in great condition with minor signs of storage wear.
See pictures for further condition details.

1Biblequest Angel Shepherd/Esther Figure Lot of (2)240

Two sets of X-Men Origins figures which includes Weapon X With
Stasis Chamber Wolverine and Blob & Sabretooth. Both sets were
produced by Hasbro in 2009 and are brand new, never opened,
and still on the original card. Overall, the packing is in great
condition with light storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

1X-Men Origins Wolverine Figure Sets Lot of (2)241

About 50 comics from various publishers. Most are from the 1990s.
You get all pictured. VF to NM coverall.

1Adult Comic Book Lot242

LOT # QTY

16 issues from the 2012 series. NM-/NM condition.
1All-New X-Men #1-14/19-20 (2012)243

15 comics and 3 magazines. You get all pictured. Includes a
Heckle and Jeckle from 1953 and Neal Adams first work at Warren
in Creepy #14! Filler to VG+ range.

1Vintage Comic/Magazine Lot244

Includes Sulu, Scotty and Trelane. New in packages. Packages
have light shelf wear.

1Star Trek 9" Clothed Figure Lot245

A collection of three Topps baseball cards from 1963 that feature
player Eston Howard.

11963 Topps Baseball Cards (3)246

Lot includes #350,351,387,434-437,-442,447,450-452 and 458.
Includes #436, 1st appearance of Tim Drake and #442, the 1st
appearance of Tim Drake in the classic Robin costume. VF to NM
overall.

1Batman Bronze to Copper Group of  13/Key247

Six DC Universe Crisis figures which includes one Justice League
Unlimited figure, all produced by Mattel. All items are brand new,
never opened, and still on the original card. Overall, the packaging
is in overall great condition for each item with light storage wear
present. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1DC Universe Crisis Figure Lot of (6)248

Four Indiana Jones: Raiders of the Lost Ark figures, which includes
two Indiana Jones, Marion Ravenwood, and Monkey Man. All
figures were produced by Hasbro in 2008 and are brand new, never
opened, and still on their original cards. Overall, the packaging is in
great condition for all items with degrees of light storage wear
being present. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Indiana Jones Raiders of the Lost Ark Lot of (4)249

12" figure. New in package. Package has minor shelf wear as
pictured.

1GI Joe General George S. Patton Figure250

Includes #3,4,5,12,14,15 and 16. #3 is the first reprint of the first
appearance of Jane Foster. VG- to VF- range.

1Marvel Tales Silver Age Lot of (7)/Jane Foster251

A collection of nine Randy Moss NFL cards from various sets from
Upper Deck, Topps and more. Conditions vary. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

11999 NFL Cards / Randy Moss (9)252

A collection of two figurines of Detroit Tigers players Ivan "Pudge"
Rodriguez and Austin Jackson. Figures come in their original boxes
and appear in excellent condition. Boxes display little wear
including edgewear near opening flaps. Jackson's box measures 8"

1Detroit Tiger Figurine Lot (2)253

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY
in height for reference. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Four Indiana Jones: Kingdom of the Crystal Skull figures, which
includes Indiana Jones, Mutt Williams, Irina Spalko, and Colonel
Dovchenko. All figures were produced by Hasbro in 2008 and are
brand new, never opened, and still on their original cards. Overall,
the packaging is in great condition for all items with degrees of light
storage wear being present. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Indiana Jones Crystal Skull Figure Lot of (4)254

10 copies of MTU #41 starring Spidey and the Scarlet Witch.  VF-
to VF+ range.

1Marvel Team-Up #41 Lot of (10) Scarlet Witch255

28 Silver and Bronze Age Marvel comics from various series. You
get all pictured. Filler to FN range.

1Marvel Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot256

Hey }Vern! 27" x 41" original movie poster. 1987. Poster will come
folded. Nice shape little wear. Suitable for framing.

1Ernest Goes to Camp Original Movie Poster257

38 photos/prints. Reproductions of vintage/antique pin-up/nudes.
They look to be in good shape and are printed on either heavy
stock paper or glossy photo in modern times.

11920s to 60s Nude-Pin-Up Photograph/Prints258

Lot contains Earth X #1-12 + X,  #0 (Wizard), Universe X #1-12 +
X, (4) one-shot specials. Paradise X #3-10, X, #0, (3) one-shots,
Heralds #1-3, and Ragnarok #1 (of 2). Overall VF to NM, most are
NM.

1Earth X/Universe X/Paradise X Lot/Marvel259

Four Indiana Jones: Kingdom of the Crystal Skull figures, which
includes Indiana Jones, Irina Spalko, Colonel Dovchenko, and a
Russian Soldier. All figures were produced by Hasbro in 2008 and
are brand new, never opened, and still on their original cards.
Overall, the packaging is in great condition for all items with
degrees of light storage wear being present. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Indiana Jones Crystal Skull Figure Lot of (4)260

A collection of two Ken Griffey Jr. cards from Topps and Fleer.
Cards come in their own sleeves, and are in good condition with
minimal signs of wear. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

11989 Ken Griffey Jr. Card Lot (2)261

About 45 comics from various publisher. This lot contains titles like:
Vampirella, Tarot, Fem Force, Double Impact, Dawn, and many
more. NM-/NM overall.

1Bad Girl/Good Girl Comic Lot262

LOT # QTY

14 issue main series set. NM-/NM condition.
1Earth X #1-12/#0/X263

About 90 comics from the Modern Age of Marvel. Various titles.
You get all pictured. VF to NM range.

1Marvel Modern Age Comic Lot264

Includes a few hundred vintage cards from the late 60s/early 70s.
Includes some better cards. Condition varies from fair to Excellent.
Most are average.

11960s/70s Topps Baseball Card Lot265

First appearance of Apocalypse in cameo. CGC graded comic with
white pages.

1X-Factor #5 CGC 9.6 1st Apocalypse Cameo266

All 6 issues that ran through 3 Spider-Man titles. NM-/NM
condition.

1Kraven's Last Hunt Full Story Arc267

Four Indiana Jones: Kingdom of the Crystal Skull figures, which
includes Indiana Jones, a Cemetery Warrior, a Ucha Warrior, and a
Russian Soldier. All figures were produced by Hasbro in 2008 and
are brand new, never opened, and still on their original cards.
Overall, the packaging is in great condition for all items with
degrees of light storage wear being present. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Indiana Jones Crystal Skull Figure Lot of (4)268

Figure is new in original window box package. Package has some
light to moderate shelf wear as pictured.

1Yujin Shiranui Mai SR DX Series Manga Figure269

Over 1000+ baseball trading cards from Topps and more. You get
all items pictured. Please see photos for further details and
conditions

11990's Baseball Trading Card Lot270

Highlights include #107 (1st Sin-Eater) and #244 (1st full
appearance of Alexei Kravinoff, Son of Kraven). Included are
issues: 107,126,131,149. Overall VF to NM, most are NM. #163 is
VG. (x2),163,201,206,215,218,,221,224,225,239,242 and 244-248.

1Spectacular Spider-Man Group (20) #107-248271

About 120 comics from the Modern Age of DC. Various titles. You
get all pictured. VF to NM range.

1DC Modern Age Comic Lot272

Four Indiana Jones: Kingdom of the Crystal Skull figures, which
includes Indiana Jones, Mutt Williams, a Cemetery Warrior, and a
Ucha Warrior. All figures were produced by Hasbro in 2008 and are
brand new, never opened, and still on their original cards. Overall,
the packaging is in great condition for all items with degrees of light
storage wear being present. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Indiana Jones Crystal Skull Figure Lot of (4)273

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY

7 comics from various publishers. Each of the comics feature Bettie
Page art. You get all pictured. NM condition.

1Bettie Page Comic Lot274

This is the first solo titled series featuring Daimon Hellstrom, the
Son of Satan. VG-/VG condition.

1Son of Satan #1 (x2), #2 (x2),3275

A 1994 Derek Jeter baseball card by Upper Deck. Card displays a
metallic holo finish. Card is in good condition with minimal signs of
storage wear or use. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

11994 Derek Jeter Upper Deck Card276

Three Marvel Universe Comic Packs figure sets which includes
Captain America & Klaw, Wolverine & Human Torch, and
Spider-Man & Thunderball. All items were produced by Hasbro in
2009 and are brand new, never opened, and still on the original
card. Overall, the packaging is in great condition for all items with
degrees of light storage wear being present. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Marvel universe Comic Packs Figures Lot of (3)277

12" figure. New in package. Package has minor shelf wear as
pictured.

1GI Joe General Dwight D. Eisenhower Figure278

Lot includes #66,69,108,131,157,180,181,182,183,186,187 and
193. #182 is the first appearance of the Golden Age Batwoman in
Modern times. Overall VF to NM, most are NM. #66 and #69 are
GD with moisture damage.

1Brave and the Bold Silver to Copper Lot of 12279

Lot includes a few dozen cards. Most are Hockey cards with a few
Detroit Lions football cards mixed in. Includes some cards that date
back to the 1950s. You get all pictured. Condition varies as
pictured.

11950s to 70s Vintage Sports Card Lot NHL/NFL280

40+ comics from DC's Silver to Bronze Age. Various titles. You get
all pictured. Filler to VF+ ranger.

1DC Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot281

A collection of two Sports games which include a still sealed
collector's edition Dale Earnhardt Monopoly, and a complete indoor
baseball set from 1989. Monopoly is in excellent condition as it is
still sealed. Indoor baseball is complete and in great condition,
though its box does show some signs of storage wear. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

1Sports Family Game Lot (2)282

The last reprint before the reboot. This issue reprints #45. NM-/NM-
condition.

1X-Men #93/1975 Buscema Cover283

LOT # QTY

This painted resin base weighs almost 15 pounds. It holds 8 to 13
figures. It was made in 1998 and is new and unused in the original
package.

1Moore Collectibles Resin Action Figure Base284

Includes each of the 4 major sports. The cards range from the 50s
to 90s. Most are 70s and later. Includes some stars, harder to find
cards and some chase cards. You get all pictured. Condition varies.
Most of the newer cards are excellent or better. The older ones
range from fair to excellent.

1Vintage to Modern Sports Cards Lot285

17 vintage humor magazines. Most are MAD, but also included is
Crazy, Cracked and Sick. You get all pictured. Varied wear.

11960s/70s MAD/Cracked/Sick/Crazy Magazines286

#27 is the first Frank Miller illustration on Daredevil, #23 is the first
team-up of Spider-Man and Moon Knight, and #5 is the first full
appearance of Hitman. VF- to VF+ overall, #26 is GD+.

1Spectacular Spider-Man Bronze Lot/Keys287

13 comics in the #333-549 range. You get all pictured. VG to
FN+/VF- condition.

1Action Comics Group of (13) #333-549288

A collection of two still sealed, new in box, complete Major League
Baseball board games including a 1994 Major League game by
Gameplan and a Card Baseball board game from 1991. Items are
in excellent condition as they are sealed. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1MLB Sealed Boardgames (2)289

Disney, Sports, TV, Movie cards and a lot more. Single cards. No
guarantees for sets. You get all pictured. Overall nice shape!

1Sports/Non-Sports Cards/All the Rest290

Lot contains: Thanos #1-12,15,16,17 (variant),18, 2 different
Thanos Annual #1s, Thanos Legacy #1, and Cosmic Ghost Rider
#1-4. In Thanos #15, Cosmic Ghost Rider revealed to be Frank
Castle in the far future. #15 and 16 are also the first cameo and full
appearance of Silver Surfer as The Fallen One. NM-/NM overall.

1Thanos/Cosmic Ghost Rider Lot/Keys291

Kitkong "Curves" Vampirella Resin Kit. 1/6 Scale (12 inches tall)
Built and Painted. Sculpted by William Paquet. Nice shape.

1Vampirella 1/6 Scale Model Kit/Built/Painted292

Box full of coverless Silver to Bronze Age comics. These are
primarily Marvel and DC. All sorts of great reading a potential for a
few diamonds in the rough. You get all pictured. Filler copies, most
coverless or incomplete.

1Marvel/DC Silver to Bronze Age Box Lot293

9 DC and Marvel publications. Different series and genres. You get
all pictured. VF to NM overall.

1Graphic Novel/TPB Lot of (9)294

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY

1st appearance of Spider-Girl, Mayday Parker, the child of Peter
and Mary Jane in an alternate universe. VF-/VF condition with razor
cuts in the top and bottom right corners.

1What If? #105/1st Spider-Girl295

A 1993 Shaquille O'Neal basketball card #362 by Topps that is
graded BCCG 9 Near Mint or Better.

11993 Shaquille O'Neal BCCG 9296

23 comics in the #234-400 range. You get all pictured. VG+ to NM-
range.

1Superman Group of (23) #234-400297

First appearance of Tim Drake in Robin costume. CGC graded
comic with white pages.

1Batman #442 CGC 9.6 1st Tim Drake Robin298

Lot contains #31,
116,138,148,150,151,153,162,163,169,212,215,235,237,240,314,3
20 and 324. #31 is the 1st appearance of Dr. Franklin Storm, the
father of Sue and Johnny Storm. Overall GD to FN+ overall, #31 is
a Filler copy with missing panel (neatly cut, affects story).

1Fantastic Four Silver to Modern Lot of (18)299

Monogram 1965 Corvette Stingray Grand Touring 1/8 Scale Model
Kit. Vintage model is new, sealed and unbuilt.

1Monogram 1965 Corvette Stingray Model Kit300

Five Indiana Jones: Raiders of the Lost Ark figures, which includes
two Indiana Jones figures, Sallah, and two German Soldier figures.
All figures were produced by Hasbro in 2008 and are brand new,
never opened, and still on their original cards. Overall, the
packaging is in great condition for all items with degrees of light
storage wear being present. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Indiana Jones Raiders of the Lost Ark Lot of (5)301

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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